music and solos. Sometimes a short play is put on the stage. Then we see
moving pictures which come to us from all countries of the world. Every
Sunday noon we go picnicking, exploring new places, going back to our
favourite ones.
The social life of Saturday and Sunday ends the week and begins the
next by an evening at Taliesin when all dress in their best clothes, and
where we entertain our weekend guests, many famous artists among
them. They frequently entertain us, and taking their turn, sing or play
for us, or speak or read to us. The gathering usually breaks up in small
groups engaged in quiet discussions gradually dispersing one by one 'til
quiet descends upon Taliesin and the graceful figure of Buddha stands tin-
perturbed in this warm human movement projected into Space,
REHEARSALS
Meantime Fellowship life went on in the original Taliesin studio:
designing, drawing. Always details of details for the buildings steadily
growing up at Hillside in spite of relief and all other obstruction. Our
own boys were learning to build our own buildings. Designs were per-
petually made by the apprentices for the fittings and furnishings of their
own rooms to be executed by themselves (if a boy's room were changed he
threw out what his predecessor did and started 'fresh'), perspective ren-
derings 5 abstractions of plant life 5 studies from nature, and the nature
of materials especially. And all the while our hands were in the mud of
which bricks are made. We saw the designs we made take shape in the
actual work of our hands and stand there before us in actual materials.
But what was more important, the boys had to live with their errors or
successes in building themselves into their own rooms and see the mistakes
corrected. We do not learn much by our successes: we learn most by
failures—our own and others', especially if we see the failures properly
corrected.
To see a failure changed to a success—there is what I call Education.
Photography too we tried to include. Without much success, although
several of the boys showed remarkable ability in that resource. We didn't
have the money. As for music: at the beginning we tried several profes-
sional musicians, composers, to get that side of our work going, but it was
too soon for that—we were much too engrossed in construction. Just for
that perhaps, we didn't go very far or very fast. However, the intimate
little Saturday evening rehearsal dinners in the Playhouse, and the Sun-
day evening event, music and supper in the Taliesin Living Roomy went
on to give relaxation its place in our lives.
Formal introductions in the Fellowship were dropped where guests
were concerned. The guest would be introduced by Olgivanna or myself
or one of the apprentices to the Fellowship as a body. Then the boys and
girls would step up and say, if addressing a junior—I am John; or an adult,
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